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Market Overview China released a series of economic data yesterday, including 2Q GDP, 
industrial production, retail sales, FAI etc., all were in-line or above 
consensus. Market was volatile and HSI edged up 83pts to 28,554 with 
HKD71b turnover. Consumer discretionary rose on better-than-expected 
retail sales figure. Pharm stocks also gained as China may expand drug 
procurement tender nationwide. July rate cut expectation should be fully 
reflected, if no fresh news appears, we expect market will be range 
bounded.   

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Global Smartphone 
Commentary by Largan (3008 TT) during its last week’s earnings call suggested smartphone camera specs 
upgrade remains robust, highlighted by further adoption of under-display front camera lens, and further 
ramp-up of 7P with 8P in design stages. Near-term outlook is solid. Smartphone camera remains a 
preferred sub-segment. We like Sunny Optical (2382 HK), consensus TP is at HKD94.80. 
 
China Property  
New landbank bought in May recorded the first YoY growth in 2019 with volume up 7% and value up 4%. 
YoY land sales decline further narrowed in Jan-May to -34% YoY from -42% YoY in Jan-Apr. This was 
despite the central government’s warning on land price rising too quickly in some cities in April. 
Subsequent to that, Hangzhou implemented land price caps in land auctions. Given strong land market 
momentum as more new land kings are reported as well as a lower base in 2H18, and sale YoY decline 
should narrow further in 2H19.  
 
China Asset Management  
CBIRC announced a new circular to strengthen the regulation and management of local AMCs. The 
establishment of local AMCs will likely decelerate notably and consolidation by incumbents will speed up. 
The circular has strengthened management of local AMCs and plugged regulatory loopholes. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Lenovo Group (992 HK)  
Global PC shipments grew by a healthy 4.7% YoY in 2Q19. Most regions saw growth with Asia-Pacific likely 
being a drag. The growth was primarily driven by easing processor shortage, increasing shipment into the 
channel ahead of possible US tariff, and continued commercial PC strength. Lenovo significantly 
outperformed peers during 2Q19.  
 
Zoomlion (1157 HK) 
Company issued positive alert implying 1.9x-2.5x YoY increase in net profit in 2Q19. This is far above 
expectations as the net profit range of RMB2.4-2.7bn in 1H19 already accounted for 72-82% of the full 
year consensus forecast. The surprisingly strong earnings prompted brokerages to raise earnings forecast.  
 
CR Power (836 HK) 
Its June generation was weak at 10% YoY decline, this was a surprise, but there were multiple mitigation, 
including (1) higher contribution from wind business, (2) benefit of VAT cut will help to boost profit.  
 
 



Anta Sports (2020 HK)  
Core brand offline sales growth accelerated in 2Q19 as the company works on the membership program in 
1H19 which successfully attracted customers from Wechat to shop in Anta stores. Management maintains 
full year target of the mid teen growth in retail sales.  
 
Cosmo Lady (2298 HK) 
With tougher industry outlook, insufficient channel and branding upgrades, greater discounts leading to 
gross margin erosion and operating deleverage, a number of brokerages are cutting profit forecast and 
TP.   
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